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The Poverty Trap 
Rates of Income assistance 

 

PURPOSE: 

This activity is intended to raise awareness about living on income assistance 

in Nova Scotia. There are five real life scenarios where one-four players have to 

budget their income in order to meet their month requirements for the 

necessities of life, entertainment and unexpected circumstances. 

 
The ACTIVITY: 

1) There are five different Real Life Scenarios  to assign to the participants:  

a) Marie, Samuel, Elena & Isaac are immigrants to Canada. Marie & Samuel are a married 

couple and Elena & Isaac are Samuel’s parents. One to four participants may be 

involved in this scenario. For example, one player may take on the role of “head of the 

household” and make the decisions for the family or up to four players can play the 

various characters and the decisions can be made together. 

b) Jordon is an adult with a disability. One participant is required for this scenario. 

c) Taylor is a single parent who has three children Sam (16), Jes (13) & Alex (10). This 

Scenario can have one participant taking on the role of Taylor or it can have up to four 

participants who take on the role of Taylor and the children. 

d) Peyton  is a young adult and can be played by one male or female player. 

e) Morgan is a one single mother of a very young child. This scenario requires one 

participant. 

2) If you have more than 11 participants when running this activity, you may assign different 

participants to the same scenarios. For example, you may have two completely different 

groups of four people acting out the characters from Scenario A. In the end of the activity 

each of these groups may have made very different decisions about how to budget their 

money, which would make for very interesting discussion at the end. 

3) On your DVD, there is a folder called “Scenarios 1-5 -Stories & Budgets”. In this you will 

see the Scenarios 1-5. Each of these Scenarios include a budget sheet and all the 

information the participants will need at the beginning of the game explaining who the 

characters are, their situation and the breakdown of their Income Assistance. You must 

print these off for the participant(s) playing the different scenarios. For example, if you 

have three groups playing Scenario 1, then you will require three copies of this. In this 

folder you will also see a file named, “UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCES for scenarios” you 

will need this during the game but the participants are not given it at the beginning of the 
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game. These UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCES will need to be cut apart so they can be 

handed out later in the game. You will require one copy of this for each set of scenarios. 

For example, if you have three different groups acting out scenario 1, you will require 

three copies of these sheets. 

4)  On your DVD there is a folder called “Headings and Tickets”. There are eight different files 

corresponding to: Classes/Lessons, School/Childcare, Shelter, Personal Needs, Getting 

Around, Entertainment, Eating, & finally Communication. In each of these folders there is a 

heading page and then a number of tickets that fall within that heading. For example under 

Communication there are tickets for different cell phone plans, telephone plans, internet 

packages, itunes cards and long distance cards. The number of tickets are intended to be 

used with one set of scenarios. If you are using the scenarios more than once each, then 

print more tickets out. For example, if you have enough participants to have two of each 

scenario please print the sets of tickets twice. Print each of these files. Ideally they would 

be on card stock of different colours but this is not essential. For example: green for 

shelter, blue for classes-lessons.  Cut the sheets containing the “tickets” into individual 

tickets and keep them with their corresponding heading.  

 

SETTING UP 

1) Around the room place the headings and the corresponding tickets. The tickets do not 

need to be in any particular order. The tickets should be sufficient to play using the 5 

scenarios. If you have a larger group and are using each of the scenarios twice then you 

should print two sets of tickets. 

5) At the beginning of the game, each group/player is assigned to a scenario. The participants 

in each scenario need to be provided with a calculator, pen/pencil, budget sheets specific 

for their scenario, and their story sheet. 

6) The person running the activity will go over the rules of the game and answer any 

questions during play as they arise. After the first 20 minutes of play they give out 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE 1 to each group and explain they must now take this 

situation into consideration and after another 10 minutes give out the second 

UNEXPECTED CIRCUMSTANCE. Finally 10 minutes after the second scenario is given out, 

they call the activity to a close and gather everyone together for reflection and questions. 

7) You may want the different groups to introduce themselves to each other “in character” 

and tell their story. 

8) Total time estimate: 20 minutes for introduction, 40 minutes for play, 20 minutes for 

reflections/questions at end. 
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RULES: 

1. Each of you have been given a scenario that is based on actual people who receive 

Income Assistance in Nova Scotia. There is a list of people involved in your situation, 

for the purposes of this activity you will “become” the person in your scenario. On 

your story sheet, it tells you the total amount of income you receive each month for 

a variety of things. You can use this money in any way you wish, but you cannot 

spend more than the amount of money you have. Budget the total in any way you 

need to, in order to survive and enjoy life. 

2. If you are in a group, you must make decisions as a group or appoint a “Head of the 

household” who has a final say. 

3. The tickets are divided into the following sections: Classes/Lessons, 

Communication, Eating, Entertainment, Getting Around, Personal Needs, Shelter, 

School/Childcare. You can freely go from section to section, taking the tickets you 

need, or returning the ones you no longer can “afford”. Once you take a ticket, you 

fill in the value on your budget sheet. For example, if you choose to buy an adult bus 

pass, you take the ticket from “Getting Around” and fill in $70 under bus passes on 

your budget sheet, if you by 2 bus passes you put $70 + $70 (but you need only take 

one ticket). Under the heading of Eating there are various choices you can make. For 

example for one person to eat healthy for one week costs $50 but to eat a less 

healthy diet costs $35. You need to only take the ticket once but you need to feed 

each person in your family for the full four weeks.  

4. Some things you HAVE to purchase including shelter, electricity, food, cigarettes if 

you are a smoker, pet food if you have a pet etc. You have many choices to make 

including shelter. You can decide to rent an apartment of your choice or one 

assigned to you in a cooperative housing area. The advantage in renting in an area of 

your choice is your ability to choose and area with superior schools and less crime 

but the disadvantage is that it costs more than co-op housing, so you need to weigh 

the pros and cons. If you choose to rent in an area of your choice, pick the apartment 

you want from the shelter tickets and the corresponding electricity cost. If you 

choose co-op housing, the cost for your particular situation is on your story page, 

take a co-op ticket and also you still must pay the corresponding electricity costs 

(i.e. if you have a 2 bedroom apartment you pay the electricity for a 2 bedroom 

apartment).  

5. You have 40 minutes to complete this activity of choosing how to spend your 

monthly allotted funds. During this time you will be given 2 UNEXPECTED 

CIRCUMSTANCES to deal with. 

6. You CAN return items and get back your “money” as need be. 
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Follow-up Questions: 

1. How did this game make you feel? 

2. What was the hardest decision you had to make? Why? 

3. Did you feel like you had to give-up on anything in order “to make ends meet”? 

4. Were you able to “do something fun” with your money? 

5. How did you find buying groceries? How many of you had to rely on the 

foodbank? How would that make you feel? 

6. What happened when you were met with unexpected costs in the two 

scenarios? 

7. What would you have to give up from your life now in order to live on social 

assistance? For example: do you have cable now? Did you in your scenario? 

How about going shopping? To the movies? Internet? Cell phones? Etc? 

8. What would be the hardest thing for you about living long term on social 

assistance? 

9. Do you think the assisted living rates should be higher? 

11. What would have been helpful for you while “living” in this situation? 

10.How will you be able to cope with this same amount of money in December 

during Christmas? 

 

NOW WHAT??? 
 

1. What did you learn from participating in this activity? 

2. What can you do to make the situation for people living on income 

assistance better?  

o Would you be willing to pay higher taxes?  

o Contribute to the charities many of these people have come to rely on 

(food banks, clothing and furniture banks?) 

o Protest the laws and regulations that make this the “norm”? 

3. How can we as a society act differently in order to eliminate poverty? 

4. There are groups out there fighting to end poverty…. Church groups, the 

Face of Poverty group, non-profits like Phoenix house…. Is there hope of 

things getting better? 

5. What is 1 thing I will do differently since I experienced the “poverty trap”? 


